BULLETIN #8
SCORING OF RUNS WHEN BASES ARE AWARDED

Award of bases and the scoring of runs.
Awarded bases must be completed until all awarded bases are touched or any missed awarded bases are legally appealed.
When bases are awarded, any award of home base shall count as a run regardless of whether any run scored ahead of that run was sufficient to satisfy the run ahead rule or the game ending run.

Case Play:
Bottom of the 7th Inning, score tied at 6 – 6. R1 on 3rd base and R2 on 2nd base. Batter 5 hit a long ball to the outfield that bounces over the fence for a two base award. R1 and R2 are awarded 2 bases. If R1 and R2 properly advance and touch home base, 2 runs score and the final score is 6 – 8 for the home team.